The amplitude, origin, and direction of striations in the subtropical gyre are investigated using simulated and analytical multidimensional spectra. Striations, defined as banded structures in the low-frequency motions, account for a noticeable percentage of zonal velocity variability in the east North Pacific (ENP: 258-428N, 1508-1308W) and central North Pacific (CNP: 108-228N, 1328E-1628W) regions in an eddying global ocean model. Thus, they likely are nonnegligible in mixing and transport processes. Striations in the ENP region are nonzonal and are embedded in the nonzonal gyre flow, whereas striations in the CNP region are more zonal, as are the mean gyre flows. An idealized 1.5-layer model shows the gyre flow partially determines their directions, which qualitatively resemble those in the global eddying model. In the linear limit, structures are quasi-stationary (frequency v / 0) linear Rossby waves and the gyre flow influences the direction by influencing the nature of the zero Rossby wave frequency curve. In the nonlinear regime, striations are consistent with the nondispersively propagating eddies, whose low-frequency component has banded structures. The gyre flow influences the striation direction by changing the eddy propagation direction. Their origin in the nonlinear regime is consistent with the existence of a nondispersive line in the frequency-wavenumber spectra. This study does not exclude other striation mechanisms from literature, considering that the interpretations here are based on an idealized model and only from a spectral perspective.
Introduction
As ocean modeling and observation techniques enter the eddy-resolving regime, a new feature of the oceanic circulation emerges: the temporal average of some oceanic variables, such as zonal velocity, has banded structures. These banded structures have been identified from eddying numerical models (Cox 1987; Galperin et al. 2004; Nakano and Hasumi 2005; Richards et al. 2006) , the satellite altimetric data (Maximenko et al. 2005) , and the in situ XBT/float data (Maximenko et al. 2008) . Previous studies term these features ''jets'' or ''striations.'' They are pervasive, and they contribute to the transport of heat, tracers, chemicals, and biota (e.g., Baldwin et al. 2007; Kamenkovich et al. 2009 ). Although a number of recent studies exist, many striation aspects are still under debate, including their amplitudes and origins.
Oceanic variability contains much more kinetic energy than the long-term time-mean circulation (Ferrari and Wunsch 2009) , and part of it is banded (Maximenko et al. 2005) . What fraction of the energy is banded and what the consequences are of these special structures for the larger scales, if any, remain unknown. In the regions away from the Southern Ocean, bands are visible only in the temporally averaged flow field, not in flow snapshots (Thompson 2010; Berloff et al. 2011 ). Thus, many previous studies explore striations by temporally averaging the flow field; averaging intervals range from weeks to years, depending on the record length and the research goal (e.g., Maximenko et al. 2005; Richards et al. 2006 ; van Sebille et al. 2011) . Amplitudes generally decrease as the averaging length increases, carrying implications about time scales and inferred properties (e.g., Buckingham and Cornillon 2013) .
One origin hypothesis is that they are ''Rhines jets,'' which arise from the arrest of the inverse cascade by the beta effect (Rhines 1975; Thompson 2010; Boland et al. 2012) . Alternatively, Schlax and Chelton (2008) proposed that apparent banded structures could be a purely kinematic result of propagating vortices. They found that temporally averaging westward-propagating vortices, with statistical characteristics similar to altimeter observations, produced banded features because cyclones (anticyclones) contribute westward (eastward) flow at the northern edge of the track and eastward (westward) flow at the southern edge of the track. We term this hypothesis the ''vortex propagation mechanism.'' Other formation mechanisms include, but are not limited to, convergence of eddy momentum fluxes in baroclinically unstable regions (Panetta 1993) , nonlinear interactions of resonant basin modes (Berloff 2005) , radiating instability of the eastern boundary current (Hristova et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2013) , stationary Rossby waves (Maximenko et al. 2008) , beta plumes (Afanasyev et al. 2012) , and zonostrophic instability (Srinivasan and Young 2012) .
The large-scale wind-driven flow, usually ignored in the mechanisms summarized above, further complicates understanding the origin and characteristics of striations. Previous studies found that they can be generated in two-layer basin models forced by double-gyre winds, and their origin is interpreted using some of the above concepts (Tanaka and Akitomo 2010; O'Reilly et al. 2012) . However, these studies did not explicitly examine the influence of the gyre mean flow.
Here, the intention is to quantify and interpret striations in frequency-wavenumber space in the presence of gyre flows. Goals are twofold: 1) to estimate the percentage of zonal velocity variability and eddy energy associated with striations in the North Pacific Subtropical Gyre using a constrained eddy-permitting state estimate (section 3) and 2) to investigate the effect of a subtropical gyre on the origin and properties of striations in an idealized model (sections 4 and 5). In addition, we provide a basic description of striations from the Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean, phase 2, high-resolution global-ocean and sea ice data synthesis (ECCO2) in section 2 and conclude the paper in section 6.
Basic description of striations in the ECCO2 state estimate
The goal of the Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean (ECCO) project is to produce estimates of the global, time-varying ocean circulation that are consistent with diverse global datasets and that, in contrast with ''reanalysis-like'' products, satisfy basic energy, water, and so on, conservation requirements [see Wunsch and Heimbach (2013) for a summary] and whose time evolution is fully consistent with exactly known general circulation model equations. This study uses one of the products from the project: a global, eddypermitting state estimate constrained by observations through the Green function approach (e.g., Menemenlis et al. 2008; Chen 2013) . 1 A visual depiction of striations in the time-mean zonal velocity field from the state estimate can be seen in Fig. 1 . There the gyre flow is the large-scale time-mean circulation on a representative isopycnal in the upper North Pacific Ocean. Banded structures are pervasive in the domain and they are particularly conspicuous in the Kuroshio Extension, the central North Pacific (CNP; 108-228N, 1328E-1628W), and the east North Pacific (ENP; 258-428N, 1508-1308W) regions. This study focuses on the CNP and ENP regions, as the gyre flow in these regions varies slowly spatially, making it possible to use a simple dynamical framework.
Visible bands in the CNP region, one with zonal gyre flow, are also zonal, but those in the ENP region tilt southwestward in the nonzonal gyre flow. The latter character has been noticed before (e.g., Maximenko et al. 2008; Centurioni et al. 2008) , and a goal here is to understand how the large-scale flow field influences bands.
Striations in these two regions roughly align with eddy trajectories (Fig. 2) , calculated from x eddy (t) 5 C x (x eddy , y eddy ),
with the initial condition x eddy (0) 5 x 0 and y eddy (0) 5 y 0 .
The quantities x eddy (t) and y eddy (t) are the eddy position at time t. The variables C x and C y are the zonal and meridional components of eddy propagation velocity, calculated from the ECCO2 state estimate using the method in appendix A. Recent observations show that the effect of ocean currents on eddy propagation velocity in the mid-and high latitudes is large (Fu 2009 ).
Percentage of variability associated with striations a. A definition
Because striations are mostly studied using the temporally averaged fields, they are here defined as banded structures in the low-frequency motions, consistent with most of the existing literature. To separate low-and high-frequency motions, consider as an example the zonal velocity anomaly 2 u 0 (x, y, z, t). Define the normalized wavenumber spectrum of u 0 (x, y, z, t) at frequency v in an oceanic region as
Here, S u 0 (k, l, v, z) denotes the frequency-wavenumber spectrum of u 0 , that is,
where the hat denotes the three-dimensional Fourier transform, k is the zonal wavenumber, l is the meridional wavenumber, and v is the frequency. Following Wortham and Wunsch (2014) , hÁi in this section denotes averaging over three neighboring frequency-wavenumber bands.
In the next section, hÁi denotes averaging over three neighboring frequency-wavenumber bands and then averaging over 10 realizations. Here, [S u 0 (k, l, v, z)] max is the maximum value of S u 0 (k, l, v, z) in the available wavenumber space at frequency v and depth z. Define (k n , l n ) as the wavenumbers where S N u 0 (k, l, v, z) is larger than an arbitrarily chosen value (0.2) at frequency v and depth z. The optimum ellipse is defined as the smallest one for which all the (k n , l n ) are inside ( Fig. 3 ). If the ratio between the major and minor axes of that ellipse is large, eddy structures are elongated along the minor axis, and thus banded structures dominate in the zonal velocity field at frequency v (Fig. 3 ). Our arbitrary criterion is that if the ratio is larger than three, the optimum ellipse is ''narrow'' and v is one of the frequencies with striations. As shown in the next section, the wavenumber spectra of zonal velocity in the ocean generally become more isotropic as the frequency increases; thus, the ratio decreases as frequency increases. A separation frequency between low-and high-frequency motions V S is defined as the highest frequency where all the ratios at frequencies lower than V S are larger than three.
b. Results

1) ZONAL VELOCITY AND ZONAL GEOSTROPHIC
VELOCITY
The percentage of zonal velocity variability associated with striations is defined as
where D kl (v, z) represents the wavenumber space inside the optimum ellipse at frequency v and depth z, and V denotes the entire available three-dimensional frequency-wavenumber space. This definition can also be used to calculate the percentage of striation structures in other variables (e.g., temperature). Results may be sensitive to the available record length and the resolution of wavenumbers and frequencies, but that element is not further explored here.
Using the procedure in section 3a, the separation frequency V S for the surface zonal geostrophic velocity anomaly was obtained using
where f is the Coriolis parameter and h 0 (x, y, z, t) is the deviation of sea surface height (SSH) from the time mean over the years 1992-2009. 3 The value V S 5 1/ 8.6 cycle month 21 in the CNP region and 1/2.7 cycle yr 21 in the ENP region. The frequency-wavenumber spectra integrated over frequencies lower than V S are much more anisotropic than those integrated over frequencies higher than V S (Fig. 4 ). Banded structures are clearly visible in the eddy field with frequencies lower than V S , but not in the eddy field at frequencies higher than V S (e.g., Fig. 5 ). Analysis of the altimetric data suggests that the percentage of the u 0 s,geo variability associated with striations is about 14% in the ENP region and 24% in the CNP region. In the ECCO2 state estimate in both regions, the percentage of striation zonal velocity variability varies little in the vertical between 300 and 1000 m ( Fig. 6 ). Small vertical variation is consistent with the vertical coherence reported in previous studies (e.g., Richards et al. 2006 ; van Sebille et al. 2011) . Vertically averaged percentages in this depth range are 14% in the ENP and 45% in the CNP region. K E (x, y, z, t) 5 1 2 r 0 (u 02 1 y 02 ) ,
where y 0 (x, y, z, t) is meridional velocity anomaly, and r 0 is the constant reference density in the model (1027.5 kg m 23 ). Eddy available potential energy (EAPE) is defined as
where r 0 (x, y, z, t) is the in situ density anomaly, g is gravity, and N 2 (z) is the global average time-mean buoyancy frequency at depth z (Oort et al. 1989; Huang 2010; Storch et al. 2012; Chen 2013) . The frequencywavenumber spectra of EKE and EAPE are FIG. 6. The percentage of the zonal velocity variability associated with striations as a function of depth from the ECCO2 state estimate. Note that we choose to estimate the vertical structure of percentage in the depth range away from the mixed layer, in which the dynamics are very different from below, and away from bottom topography. Our method to obtain V S does not apply well near bottom topography because of the difficulty in estimating the frequency-wavenumber spectrum in the area with lands.
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From Eq. (4), with S KE (k, l, v, z) and S PE (k, l, v, z), the eddy energy associated with striations in the ECCO2 state estimate is found. At 300-1000 m in the CNP region, the vertically averaged percentages of striation EKE and EAPE are 21% and 32%. In the ENP region, however, the fractions in the state estimate are indistinguishable from zero. Differences in the fraction between the two regions are likely related to their differing frequency-wavenumber spectra, as characterized by Wortham (2013) .
Effect of the gyre flow on idealized striations
Section 3 shows that striations are a noticeable component of oceanic motions and thus are potentially important in the energy cycle and mixing processes. As a useful step to understand these potential consequences of striations, their origin in the gyre flow is investigated next.
a. Model formulation
In eddy studies, 1.5-layer models have been widely used (e.g., McWilliams and Flierl 1979; Cushman-Roisin et al. 1990; Radko and Stern 1999; Jacob et al. 2002; Klocker et al. 2012) . Transport properties, propagation speeds of nonlinear vortices, and the spectra in the nonlinear 1.5-layer model, at least qualitatively, resemble those from altimetry (e.g., Early et al. 2011 ). Next, we derive a 1.5-layer model explicitly including the gyre effect.
We start from the potential vorticity (PV) equation, as used in Cushman- Roisin et al. (1990) :
where J is the Jacobian operator, F (x, y, t) is the external forcing, and r is the friction coefficient. Here, q denotes PV = 2 c 2 F 1 c 1 by, where c is the streamfunction, F 1 is the squared inverse of the deformation radius, and b is the meridional gradient of the Coriolis parameter. As in Wang et al. (2013) , we decompose the field into steady (overbar) and perturbation (prime) components:
c 5 c 1 c 0 , and
The basic state (c and q) is forced by the steady forcing part and satisfies
Substituting Eqs. (11) and (12) into Eq. (10) leads to
We define the steady-state gyre flow as (U, V) 5 (2c y , c x ), and assume that the steady-state flow varies slowly, and thus = 2 c is a negligible component of q. Then, Eq. (13) is converted to the following, after ignoring primes for simplicity:
where hereinafter c is the perturbation streamfunction, q 5 = 2 c 2 F 1 c denotes the perturbation PV, and Q 5 by 1 F 1 (Uy 2 Vx) is the gyre-scale PV. Appendix B provides an alternative derivation based on the shallowwater model, which allows large spatial variation of layer thickness.
b. Experiment setup
Equation (14) is solved in a channel with north-south periodicity by means of a pseudospectral code. The channel model can be used because zonal boundary layers do not exist at the northern/southern boundaries of the channel and thus have no effect on striations. Zero normal flow boundary conditions are used on the western and eastern boundaries: b 5 2 3 10 211 s 21 m 21 and r 5 3.5 3 10 28 s 21 . The deformation radius is 50 km in a domain 8960 km wide and 5120 km long, approximately the size of the North Pacific. Numerical experiments are carried out on 256 3 256 grid points with a time step of 1 /8 day.
The imposed mean flow (U, V) is a steady double gyre ( Fig. 7b ) with streamfunction
where r is the density, b 0 is the planetary PV gradient, D is the water depth, t is the wind stress, W is the domain width, and d S is the western boundary layer thickness:
( Fig. 7a) , analogous to the observed wind stress curl in the North Pacific (Risien and Chelton 2008) . The quantity L in Eq. (16) denotes the domain length. The value F (x, y, t) is modeled as a first-order autoregressive Markov process in time nDt:
(e.g., Maltrud and Vallis 1991) . The term A n (x, y) is a random forcing at time nDt with a narrowband wavenumber spectrum:
whereÃ is the forcing amplitude, F 21 is the inverse Fourier transform operator, the wavenumber vector K 5 ki 1 lj, K F 5 0.09 cycle grid 21 , and u n (k, l) are random numbers uniformly distributed between 0 and 2p. The variable R is a memory coefficient depending on both Dt and the forcing decorrelation time; the forcing is white noise if R 5 0, and it is steady if R 5 1 (e.g., Williams 1978; Maltrud and Vallis 1991) . Here, R 5 0.7, corresponding to a decorrelation time scale of 3Dt, much shorter than the striation time scale (2pV 21 S ), but comparable to the decorrelation time scale of observed winds (Schlax et al. 2001; Gille 2005; Monahan 2012 ).
Linear theories are useful in understanding many ocean aspects, such as time-mean circulation, length scale, generation, and phase speeds of eddies (e.g., Frankignoul and Müller 1979; Müller and Frankignoul 1981; Chelton et al. 2007; Tulloch et al. 2011; Wunsch 2011) . Thus, we consider first Exp1, which is quasi linear with small-amplitude external forcing (Ã 5 2:7 3 10 212 s 22 ). Here, the nonlinear index, defined as
with g . denoting the domain and time average, is only 0.1. In contrast, Exp2 is strongly forced (Ã 5 4:3 3 10 211 s 22 ) and represents the nonlinear regime, as the index reaches 0.7. In both cases, the 150-yr output from a statistically equilibrated state is used. The forcing is spatially narrowband; thus, large values in the wavenumber spectrum of c at some frequencies are not clustered, and large areas inside the optimum ellipse correspond to small spectrum values. Thus, the method to obtain V S in section 3 is not proper here. We chose V S to be 1/5000 cycle day 21 , but the results are not sensitive to the choice. The spectral approach presented in sections 4c and 4d was developed by Chen (2013) . A similar approach was later employed by Berloff and Kamenkovich (2013a,b) . The spatial scale of eddies is roughly the same as that of the external forcing. Next, we focus on the central and east regions, which are indicated by the black boxes in Fig. 8 and correspond to the CNP and ENP regions. To reveal the basic physics about the effect of mean flow on the striation direction, we further assume that U and V are constant in the central and east regions. Taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (14) with the nonlinear term J(c, q) omitted, we obtain
c. Exp1 and linear theory
hjF
with denoting the Doppler-shifted frequency of Rossby waves. In the inviscid or small friction case, as long as the forcing spectrum is smooth around V Rossby , S c (k, l, v) is a maximum at v 5 V Rossby . Eddies here can thus be viewed as a set of linear Rossby waves. Therefore, striations, which are bands in low-frequency motions as defined in section 3a, can be viewed as quasi-stationary (frequency v / 0) linear Rossby waves.
Considering that bands are conspicuous and thus dominate in the low-frequency eddy field ( Fig. 8) , the wavenumber spectrum of striations is approximately S c (k, l, 0). We know from Eq. (20) that, ignoring viscosity, S c (k, l, 0) has large amplitudes both on the forcing circle, where jF (k, l, 0)j is large, and on the zero Rossby wave frequency curve, where V Rossby 5 0 in wavenumber space. This inference is confirmed by the numerical analysis, shown in Figs. 9a and 9b .
The striation directions in the east and central regions are qualitatively similar to those in the ENP and CNP regions (Fig. 8) . Striations occur over a range of wavenumbers and with direction roughly perpendicular to the dominant wavenumber, K S 5 k S i 1 l S j. This vector K S occurs at the maximum value in the striation wavenumber spectrum S c (k, l, 0).
The maximum S c (k, l, 0) and thus K S occur at the intersection point between the forcing circle and zero Rossby wave frequency curve, as the numerator (denominator) of S c (k, l, 0) reaches the maximum (minimum) there. In the east region, the zero Rossby wave frequency curve deviates from k 5 0, as V 6 ¼ 0; thus, k S 6 ¼ 0 and striations are nonzonal (Fig. 9a ). In the central region, the zero Rossby wave frequency curve is close to k 5 0, as V ' 0, and thus the bands are quasi zonal (Fig. 9b ). To summarize, the gyre flow (U, V) influences K S and thus the striation direction primarily through its effects on the zero Rossby wave frequency curve.
d. Exp2 and eddy propagation mechanism
Compared to Exp1, the spatial scale of eddies in Exp2 is larger (Figs. 10a, 8b) because of the inverse energy cascade (Okuno and Masuda 2003) . Striations also exist in Exp2, but are wider than in Exp1 (Figs. 10b, 8c ). Okuno and Masuda (2003) found that the formation of Rhines jets is suppressed in the nonlinear 1.5-layer system when the deformation radius R d is smaller than ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi u eddy /j$Qj p , where u eddy denotes the eddy velocity magnitude. This holds true in 90% of the spatial domain in Exp2, including the east and central regions.
Consistently, striations here differ in the following aspect from Rhines jets, which can occur in the nonlinear beta-plane barotropic system because of the arrest of the inverse cascade by the beta effect (Rhines 1975) . Rhines jets align with the mean PV contours, but striations here do not. For example, the mean PV contours in the east region tilt southeastward and those from the central region tilts southwestward (green contours in Fig. 7 ), but striations from the east region tilt southwestward and those from the central region are roughly zonal (Fig. 10b ).
1) MODEL SPECTRUM AND EDDY PROPAGATION
MECHANISM
Spectra from Exp2 (Figs. 9c,d) are inconsistent with linear theory that predicts that striations should be concentrated on the forcing circle and the zero Rossby wave frequency curve (Figs. 9a,b) . In Exp2, a large fraction of the striation spectra occurs inside the forcing circle because of the inverse cascade, and the large magnitude area is spread out because of eddy-eddy interaction.
As in the ECCO2 state estimate, striations here are roughly aligned with the eddy propagation direction (Figs. 2, 10b ). Motivated by this phenomenon, we consider a conceptual model for propagating eddies. Assuming they propagate at a constant velocity,
with C x and C y denoting the zonal and meridional eddy propagation velocities. Assume also that the temporal variability from processes other than eddy propagation, such as eddy-eddy interaction and external forcing variability, occurs on a slow time scale t, where ( 1. Let eddy propagation occur on the fast time scale t. That is, the eddy field is quasi steady in the coordinates moving at the constant velocity C eddy . An eddy field streamfunction is,
and
c(x, y, t)e 2i(kx1ly2vt) dx dy dt
with x 0 5 x 2 C x t, y 0 5 C y t,T 5 t, and V 5 (v 2 kC x 2 lC y )/. The spectrum of c(x, y, t) is
wherê
f(x, y, t)e 2i(kx1ly2Vt) dx dy dt .
In the nonpropagating case (i.e., jC eddy j 5 0), S c (k, l, v) is reduced to
Such spectra in the ocean tend to be red (e.g., Wortham 2013); assume therefore that large values in S c (k, l, v) for the nonpropagating case [Eq. (27) 
Since ' 0, Eq. (28) is reduced to v ' kC x 1 lC y 5 C eddy Á K 5 jC eddy jk 0 .
Large values of the frequency-wavenumber spectrum thus occur on the nondispersive line: 4 v 5 jC eddy jk 0 . The variables k 0 and l 0 denote the component of K along and across the eddy propagation direction. In analogy, we define k 0S and l 0S as the component of the dominant striation wavenumber K S along and across the eddy propagation direction. Noting that striations are bands in low-frequency motions and using Eq. (29), the striation frequency v S ' C eddy Á K S 5 jC eddy jk 0S ' 0.
Thus, C eddy ? K S and k 0S ' 0.
Assuming finite l 0S , low-frequency eddies are dominated by structures elongated along the eddy propagation direction.
Therefore, striations in the idealized eddy field align with the eddy propagation direction. Figure 11 further illustrates this interpretation. Although eddies are composed of motions with a wide range of wavenumbers, only motions with k 0 ' 0 dominate at low frequencies because large values of the spectrum mostly occur on the nondispersive line [Eq. (29) ]. From the kinematic and spectral perspective, striations in this idealized scenario align with the eddy propagation direction, arising as a temporal averaging effect of eddies propagating at a fixed speed. This striation interpretation will be called the ''eddy propagation mechanism'' to distinguish it from the ''vortex propagation'' one, proposed by Schlax and Chelton (2008) and summarized in section 1. These two mechanisms are compared in section 5.
2) RELEVANCE OF THE EDDY PROPAGATION MECHANISM TO EXP2
Eddies are advected by the subtropical gyre, and thus they propagate southwestward in the east region and westward in the central region ( Fig. 12 ). As the model spectrum of the idealized propagating eddies [Eq. (25)] predicts, striations in Exp2 align with the eddy propagation direction (Fig. 10b) , and the spectrum has most of its energy along the nondispersive line in the v-k 0 space (Figs. 13a,c) .
As v / 0, k 0 / 0 and l 0 is finite (Figs. 13b,d) , and striations are elongated in the eddy propagation direction.
The nondispersive line has also been identified in the zonal wavenumber-frequency spectrum of sea surface height from both observations and the nonlinear reducedgravity shallow-water model (Wunsch , 2010 Early et al. 2011; Wortham and Wunsch 2014) . However, what sets the slope of the nondispersive line is still an open question (Ferrari and Wunsch 2010; Wortham 2013) . Little is known about the quantitative effect of the meridional mean flow on the meridional eddy propagation speed, although linear theories exist for the propagation speed of vortices and planetary waves and interactions with topography and mean flows (e.g., Killworth et al. 1997; Tulloch et al. 2009 ).
Comparison between eddy propagation and vortex propagation mechanisms
a. Consistency Schlax and Chelton (2008) proposed the vortex propagation mechanism: the temporal average of randomly seeded, westward-propagating vortices produces zonal bands. Similar to the eddy propagation mechanism from section 4d, the vortex propagation mechanism also involves the temporal averaging effect of propagating features and can be interpreted from the nondispersive line in the v-k 0 spectra. FIG. 10 . Snapshots of the (a) eddy streamfunction c (10 3 m 2 s 21 ) and the (b) part of zonal eddy velocity with frequencies lower than V S (10 23 m s 21 ) in Exp2. Black contours illustrate the subtropical gyre, and black boxes denote the central and east regions. Vectors denote eddy propagation velocities diagnosed using the method in appendix A. As a reference, the maximum value of these propagation velocities in the domain shown here is 0.1 m s 21 .
1) SINGLE-VORTEX EXAMPLE
To illustrate this, we consider a highly idealized eddy field, which only contains a single Gaussian vortex, modeled as c(x, y, t) 5 Ae 2(t2t 0 ) 2 /(2T 2 ) Á e 2[x2x 0 2(t2t 0 )C x ] 2 /(2L 2 ) Á e 2[y2y 0 2(t2t 0 )C y ] 2 /(2L 2 ) ,
with an amplitude A, size L, lifetime T, center position (x 0 , y 0 ) at t 0 , and propagating velocity C eddy 5 C x i 1 C y j. The model spectrum for this vortex is
Using typical midlatitude parameters from Chelton et al. (2011) , L 5 50 km, T 5 32 weeks, and the disturbance propagates westward with the speed 5 cm s 21 . The vortex lifetime T is much larger than the vortex propagation time scale L/jC eddy j; thus, the slow time t is very long. Two-dimensional spectra for this midlatitude vortex from Eq. (33) show similar properties to the abstract model spectrum [Eq. (25) ] as seen in Figs. 13e  and 13f . Large values occur on the nondispersive line. As v / 0, the dominant values of k 0 / 0, with l 0 remaining finite (Figs. 13e,f) . The wavenumber spectrum for the zero frequency motions has the shape of a narrow ellipse with its minor axis along the k 0 direction (not shown). Thus, the low-frequency component of this propagating single vortex is elongated along the k 0 direction, as shown in Fig. 14. 2) MULTIVORTEX EXAMPLE The example above can be extended to the case with multiple vortices, which is consistent with the scenario in Schlax and Chelton (2008) . They found that the temporal average of randomly seeded westward-propagating vortices has zonal bands. We illustrate next that this phenomenon can also be interpreted from the nondispersive line in the v-k 0 spectra.
Assuming the eddy streamfunction c is composed of a set of Gaussian vortices with amplitude A i , size L i , lifetime T i , center position (x 0,i , y 0,i ) at t 0,i , and propagating velocity C eddy,i 5 C x,i i 1 C y,i j,
where
3 e 2[y2y 0,i 2(t2t 0,i )C y,i ] 2 /(2L 2 i ) .
Here, H i is either 1 or 21, and thus it indicates whether the vortex is cyclone or anticyclone. The model spectrum for c is FIG. 13. Normalized v-k 0 spectra (left) and v-l 0 spectra (right) of c from Exp2 in the (a),(b) central and (c),(d) east regions, those spectra of c for the (e),(f) single-vortex and the (g),(h) multivortex cases. The terms k 0 and l 0 , respectively, denote the wavenumbers along and perpendicular to C eddy . Black lines are v 5 jC eddy jk 0 . The term C eddy in (a)-(d) denotes the eddy propagation velocity averaged in the corresponding region in Exp2, while in (e)-(f), it refers to the eddy propagation velocity of the single vortex. In (g)-(h), it refers to the average of eddy propagation velocities of the 1000 randomly seeded vortices, described in section 5a(2). Scale of colorbars is logarithmic, and their ranges are the same for the eight panels.
where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. Assuming these random vortices are independent from each other, and h b c i b c j *i is zero when i is not equal to j, we have
A combination of Eqs. (35) and (37) leads to
Therefore, as long as these random vortices propagate roughly at the same speed, that is, the variation of C eddy,i is small, the largest value of the spectra S c (k, l, v) for any given wavenumber magnitude ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi k 2 1 l 2 p occurs at v 5 kC x,i 1 lC y,i 5 C eddy,i Á K.
In other words, consistent with the single-vortex case [section 5a(1)] and Exp2 (section 4d), large values of the spectra are concentrated on the nondispersive line. Using the same argument in section 4d, we can conclude that the low-frequency component of these random vortices is elongated along the direction of C eddy,i , and their dominant wavenumbers are perpendicular to C eddy,i . Therefore, Schlax and Chelton (2008) identified the streaks in the low-frequency component of the sea surface height field from random vortices. To provide a specific example, we temporally and spatially randomly seeded one thousand westwardpropagating vortices in a 3000 km 3 1500 km domain over a 15-yr time period (Fig. 15 ). Properties of these vortices, including amplitudes A i , sizes L i , lifetimes T i , and propagating velocities (C x,i , C y,i ), are random numbers uniformly distributed between 80% and 120% of the typical midlatitude values, which are employed in the single-vortex example from section 5a(1). The seeding positions (x 0,i , y 0,i , t 0,i ) are also uniformly distributed in the entire available spatial and temporal domain. The sign of these vortices is randomly assigned; the probability of being a cyclone or an anticyclone is equal.
A representative snapshot of c, composed of these random vortices, is shown in Fig. 15a . Consistent with Schlax and Chelton (2008) , the low-frequency component of the zonal velocity (2›/›yc) has robust banded features (Fig. 15c) . The v-k 0 and v-l 0 spectra from the random vortex field here are consistent with the theoretical prediction [Eq. (38) ] and have similar features as those from the single-vortex case and those in Exp2 (Fig. 13) .
Bands in the low-frequency zonal velocity field are narrower than those from the low-frequency c field (Figs. 15b,c) . Because striations have low frequency and are zonally banded in this example, the spectrum of striations from the c field is approximately
Since u 5 2›/›yc, the spectrum of striations from the u field is thus
Thus, the l spectrum of the low-frequency c is red, decreasing as l increases. However, the l spectrum of the low-frequency u field peaks at a nonzero value of l (Fig. 15d) . Therefore, bands are narrower in the lowfrequency zonal velocity field (Figs. 15b,c) .
b. Differences
Vortex propagation and eddy propagation mechanisms are related, as both involve the temporal averaging effect of propagating features and the existence of the nondispersive line in the spectra (section 5a). On the other hand, the two mechanisms are also distinct because of the differences between ''eddies'' and ''vortices.'' Vortices are roughly circular motions, trapping fluids. Eddies in this study, however, refer to anomalies, that is, deviations from the long-term time mean. The eddy field includes both vortices and background motions (e.g., McWilliams 1984; Elhmaïdi et al. 1993; Polvani et al. 1994; Chelton et al. 2011) . The separation of the two components is often based on the Okubo-Weiss parameter (Okubo 1970; Weiss 1991) :
where s 2 and v 2 measure deformation and rotation, respectively (e.g., Isern-Fontanet et al. 2004; Chelton et al. 2007; Chaigneau et al. 2008) . Vortices, in which rotation dominates, correspond to negative OW (e.g., Chelton et al. 2007; Buckingham and Cornillon 2013) . The rest of the eddy field is defined as background motions. Buckingham and Cornillon (2013) analyzed the altimeter data and found that both the temporal average of vortices and the temporal average of background motions have banded structures. Using the Okubo-Weiss parameter, we split c in Exp2 into a vortex part (c V ) and a background part (c B ) (Fig. 16a) :
Consistent with Buckingham and Cornillon (2013) , the low-frequency parts of c V and c B both have banded structures (Fig. 16 ). Nondispersive lines exist in the v-k 0 spectra of both c V and c B (not shown). Therefore, striations from both c V and c B arise as the temporal averaging effect of eddies propagating in the fixed direction. To conclude, the vortex propagation mechanism is essentially about how vortices contribute to the striation formation; however, the eddy propagation mechanism illustrates that the nondispersively propagating vortices and background motions both contribute to the striation formation.
Conclusions and discussion
In the subtropical gyre of the central and eastern North Pacific (CNP and ENP) regions, a nonnegligible percentage of zonal velocity variability is associated with banded structures. Though spectral analysis using a 1.5-layer model, we identified two interpretations of striations: quasi-stationary linear waves (linear wave mechanism) and the low-frequency component of nondispersively propagating eddies (eddy propagation mechanism). How the gyre flow affects the band directions is different in the two cases. The above striations interpretations are based on conceptual spectral models: linear waves are the motions satisfying the dispersion relation in the Here, u denotes the velocity along the eddy propagation direction, l 0 denotes the wavenumber across the eddy propagation direction, A m is the mean eddy amplitude of the 1000 vortices, that is, the mean of jA i j. Here, low-frequency arbitrarily refer to those lower than 1 /8 cycle yr 21 . In this case, eddies propagate zonally; thus, l 0 is just the meridional wavenumber l. frequency-wavenumber space and the linearized equations of motion, and nondispersively propagating eddies are the motions occurring at the nondispersive surface [Eq. (29) ] in the frequency-wavenumber space.
The nonlinear eddy propagation mechanism presented in Exp2 is probably relevant to striations in the ocean interior between a few degrees off the equator and 458. Wortham (2013) found that the v-k spectra of sea surface height from the altimetry have nondispersive lines in these regions. The rough consistency between the eddy trajectories and the striation directions in the CNP region and the southern part of the ENP region further suggests the relevance of the eddy propagation mechanism there (Fig. 2) . The wave mechanism in Exp1 might apply to some extent in the equatorial regions, as eddies there are dominated by waves (Tulloch et al. 2009 ). For example, the amplitude and positions of the time-mean barotropic jets are overall consistent with the linear wind-driven solutions in the equatorial South Pacific (e.g., Kessler and Gourdeau 2006; Taguchi et al. 2012) . However, our theory about the impact of mean flow on the direction of wavelike striations [Eqs. (20) and (21)] is based on the assumption that the mean flow is constant; thus, it does not apply in the regions where the mean flow shear is large.
Nondispersive lines are absent in the v-k spectra in the western boundary current and its extension regions, the subpolar gyres and the Southern Ocean (Wortham 2013) , and the eddy propagation mechanism as described here would not be relevant. Other observations, however, have been interpreted as showing banded structures there (e.g., Fig. 1 in Maximenko et al. 2008 ). In the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio Extension regions, both westward and eastward eddy propagation are important (Wortham 2013) , and some other process may be active. In the Southern Ocean, eddy propagation speed is highly inhomogeneous because of the small-scale topography steering and jet meandering and so on (Fu 2009 ). Slow eddy propagation speeds in high latitudes, and the corresponding difficulty of separating fast and slow times there [i.e., from Eq. (28) is large], means that a separate analysis is required.
Section 5 compares the eddy propagation and vortex propagation mechanisms. Our multivortex case [section 5a(2)] is consistent with Schlax and Chelton (2008) : the temporal average of randomly seeded westwardpropagating vortices has zonal bands. Yet, we gained other insights: 1) the phenomenon that the temporal average of propagating motions has banded structures is consistent with the nondispersive line in the v-k 0 spectra; 2) our striation definition in section 3a suggests that these bands are part of the propagating eddy field; 3) ' 0 is a prerequisite for the existence of these banded structures in the low-frequency eddy field; and 4) while the vortex propagation mechanism focus on striations from the propagation of vortices, the eddy propagation mechanism means that both propagating vortices and propagating background motions have banded structures at low frequencies. Note that eddies in this study denote deviation from the long-term time mean, which include both vortices (roughly circular motions) and the background field.
Further interpretation of the eddy propagation mechanism is left for future work. The dynamic reasons for the formation of the nondispersive line in the spectra remain unclear. Besides the Okubo-Weiss parameter, other methods to split eddies into vortices and background motions exist, such as the winding angle method and the wavelet transform method (e.g., Ari Sadarjoen and Post 2000; Ruppert-Felsot et al. 2005; Zhan et al. 2014 ). Descriptions and theories about the respective contribution of vortices and the background field to the nondispersive line and to striation energy remain to be done.
One eddy propagation mechanism does not include all the striations. First, altimetric observations indicate that besides transient striations, stationary jets probably also exist (Maximenko et al. 2005 (Maximenko et al. , 2008 . The eddy propagation mechanism captures striations in propagating eddies, which are time dependent, and thus this mechanism does not include stationary jets. Second, in the area away from the nondispersive line in the v-k 0 space, the values of the spectra are small but nonzero, and weak eddies exist. Some of these eddies have elongated structures and are also striations, which cannot be explained by the eddy propagation mechanism. One limitation of this study arises from the use of the 1.5-layer model. Other dynamical factors must affect striations, including topography, vertical mode coupling, and time dependence of the gyre flow. Beta plumes may also be relevant to striations in the CNP region, and radiating instabilities contribute to striation formation in the ENP region (Belmadani et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2013) . No comprehensive theory exists.
More than 20% of the eddy kinetic and eddy available potential energies are associated with striations in the CNP region (section 3b). Thus, the role of striations in eddy energy budgets can be significant in at least some regions. Because they are coherent in the along striation direction, shear dispersion and thus anisotropic transports result. Chen (2013) provided diagnostic frameworks. Quantitative analysis of their role in mixing and movement/transformation of energy in the global ocean remains to be done. from a Ph.D. thesis from the MIT-WHOI Joint Program in Oceanography (i.e., Chen 2013). R. Chen was supported by NASA through NNX09AI87G, NNX08AR33G, and NNX11AQ12G. Comments from two anonymous reviewers substantially improved the manuscript. Many thanks to M. Spall for his helpful comments on early versions of this work, to P. Zhan for conversations about the vortex tracking, and to D. Menemenlis, H. Zhang, C. Hill, and J.-M. Campin for discussions about the ECCO2 state estimate.
APPENDIX A
Calculation of Eddy Propagation Velocity
We define E(x, y, t) as an eddy variable at time t (e.g., eddy kinetic energy) in an oceanic patch with width L x and length L y , centered at the location (x, y). Therefore, E(x 1 dx, y 1 dy, t 1 dt) represents the variable at time t 1 dt in the neighboring patch centered at (x 1 dx, y 1 dy). The spatial correlation between E(x, y, t) and E(x 1 dx, y 1 dy, t 1 dt) is defined as g(x, y, t, dx, dy, dt). For a specific location (x, y), time t, and time lag dt, if g reaches its maximum value g 0 when
x 5 dx 0 , y 5 dy 0 ,
we assume eddies in the patch centered at (x, y) at time t propagate to the patch centered at (x 1 dx 0 , y 1 dy 0 ) at time t 1 dt. Note that dx 0 , dy 0 , and g 0 are all functions of x, y, t, and dt. We can choose a range of values for dt, denoted by dt n . Similar to Fu (2009) , our eddy propagation velocity in the patch centered at the location (x, y) is essentially the weighted average of propagation velocities over a range of time t and time lag dt n , that is, C eddy (x, y) 5 å n ð f[dx 0 (x, y, t, dt n )/dt n i 1 dy 0 (x, y, t, dt n )/dt n j]g 0 (x, y, t, dt n )g dt å n ð g 0 (x, y, t, dt n ) dt .
Weights are correlation coefficients g 0 . In this study, we choose eddy kinetic energy as E(x, y, t). In the ECCO2 model diagnosis, L x and L y are chosen to be 38, the variation range of d x and d y are from 228 to 28, and dt n are from 9 to 69 days at the 6-day interval. In the 1.5-layer model diagnosis, both L x and L y are 9 model grids, both d x and d y range from 25 to 5 model grids, and dt n have two values (5 and 10 days).
APPENDIX B
An Alternative Derivation of the Idealized Model Pedlosky (1984) used a multiple-scale expansion method and developed a stratified quasigeostrophic model for mesoscale motion; one permitting a slow variation of the background stratification from the gyre-scale flow. With the same scaling, one can obtain the 1.5-layer model:
where U, u 0 are the gyre-scale and mesoscale velocities, H, h 0 are the corresponding layer thickness, f is the Coriolis parameter, z 0 is the mesoscale relative vorticity, F is the mesoscale forcing, and $ is the horizontal gradient operator. Gyre-scale fields vary on long scales (X, T ) and mesoscale fields vary on short ones (x, t). To solve Eq. (B1) numerically, we express it in terms of eddy streamfunction following Theiss (2004) , add the friction term, and then get Eq. (14). Next, we illustrate how to derive Eq. (B1). We start our derivation from the shallow-water equations: 
where g 0 is the reduced gravity, h is the layer thickness, and w e is the Ekman pumping velocity. The variables u, u, and y are, respectively, the velocity vector, zonal, and meridional velocities. 6 Friction is ignored in the momentum equations for simplicity. Instead of putting wind stress in the momentum equation, we include the wind forcing by adding an Ekman pumping term in the mass conservation equation, as that in section 4.1 of Huang (2010) . Cross-differentiating Eqs. (B2) and (B3) and using Eq. (B4), we obtain the PV equation
where z denotes the relative vorticity ›y/›x 2 ›u/›y. As in Pedlosky (1984) , we separate the variables into two parts:
u(x, t) 5 U 0 [U(X, T) 1 u 0 (x 0 , t 0 , X, T)], and
h(x, t) 5 H 0 [H(X, T) 1 dh 0 (x 0 , t 0 , X, T)] .
